Financial Instant
Issuance Solutions

HID® FARGO® HDP600ii
High definition financial printer/encoder

HID® FARGO® HDP600ii —
The next evolution in
Financial Instant Issuance
A financial card printer like no other
For the instant, in-branch personalization and
issuance of superior-quality financial cards
on demand, the innovative and feature-rich
HID® FARGO® 600ii financial card printer
is unmatched in its speed, reliability and
security.

A new generation of financial cards
With the HID FARGO HDP600ii, you
can offer your customers the latest
in contemporary flat card designs.
Moreover, because the HDP600ii
leverages next-generation flat card
printing, there are no expensive
embossers or indent printing modules to
purchase, maintain, or repair—lowering
the TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) of
your Fii (Financial Instant Issuance)
program. Flat card printing not only
saves you money, it expedites the entire
issuance process ensuring you can
deliver the level of service your in-branch
customers expect.

Featuring never-before-seen innovations
such as HID’s exclusive, patent-pending iON™
technology, only the HDP600ii can print a
fully customized debit or credit card in just
seconds—elevating in-branch customer
service to a whole new level. Designed to
deliver outstanding printer performance
and unrivaled image quality, the HDP600ii
produces high-quality financial cards that
boast brilliant colors and crisp text in true
600 dpi. What’s more, as a driverless solution
with no dedicated PC required, the HDP600ii
is inherently more secure than any other
financial card printer in the industry.
Ideal for today’s forward-thinking institutions
seeking to leverage Financial Instant Issuance
to enhance customer service and ongoing
loyalty, increase card usage rates, and
boost interchange revenue, the HID FARGO
HDP600ii from HID Global delivers.

Faster is better
The HDP600ii features HID Global’s innovative
iON™ technology for image transfer—an
industry-first. Patent-pending iON or “instant

on” technology rapidly heats the transfer
roller allowing the unit to reach optimal
operating temperature in under 60 seconds
where other financial card printers can take
up to 2-5 minutes. Additionally, because the
HDP600ii leverages quiet and expedient flat
card printing, financial cards are issued in a
fraction of the time it takes to produce those
that require embossing.
Empowering branch personnel to offer
significantly faster personalized service, the
HDP600ii enhances the overall issuance
experience for your in-branch customers and
helps ensure your institution’s card gains “top
of wallet” status.

Reliability you can bank on
Only the HDP600ii readies itself for
production quickly and can intelligently
self-regulate temperature—altogether
eliminating unnecessary wear and tear on
printer components that can sacrifice printer
performance and dependability over time. In
addition, built-in sensors guarantee proper
alignment and ensure your financial cards are
printed as intended, significantly reducing
expensive reject card waste. Ideally suited for
instant issuance with its thoughtful design
and unique feature set, the highly reliable
HDP600ii innately minimizes downtime
and ensures that service for your in-branch
customers remains uninterrupted.

Security unmatched
As a Windows®-driverless printer, the HDP600ii
is truly unique in that it does not require the use
of a dedicated PC, inherently making it invincible
to would-be cyber criminals. Only the HDP600ii
is entirely invulnerable to PC-based hacker
attacks and security breaches such as malware
installation or the sniffing of sensitive cardholder
information. Beyond that, the HDP600ii is
thoughtfully appointed with both electronic
and mechanical locks, concealed hoppers, a
convenient bolt-down provision for securing the
unit to a desired workspace, TLS 1.2 encryption
support and is Kensington® lock-compatible.
From end-to-end, the HDP600ii plays an integral
role in the overall security of your instant
issuance solution.

Superior quality financial cards
Leveraging HID’s HDP® (High Definition
Printing™) over-the-edge retransfer technology
in true 600 dpi, the HDP600ii produces photoquality images with vibrant colors and crisp
text that rival even that of preprinted cards.
Unlike some other financial card printers that
rely on pigment inks, the HDP600ii uses a dye
sublimation process that melds colors together
into a smooth, continuous tone for

superior image quality. For increased durability,
additional film may be optionally applied with
the printer’s inclusive multipass function—
providing the enhanced protection that highuse financial cards demand.

Easy-to-use and energy-efficient
Simple to operate and maintain, the HDP600ii
was built with ease-of-use and overall printer
dependability in mind. From its user-friendly,
graphical SmartScreen display to its hasslefree card path access, even the most novice of
users can successfully operate and maintain
the printer from day one without formal
training or IT assistance—saving you time and
money. Beyond its simplified operation, the
HDP600ii is an eco-friendly, energy-efficient
solution that supports your green initiatives
and helps reduce costs. Its industry-leading
iON technology with intelligent temperature
control ensures that the printer is only
consuming energy while in operation.
Offering unrivaled speed, reliability and
security, the HID® FARGO® HDP600ii featuring
exclusive iON™ technology is the next
evolution in Financial Instant Issuance. To find
an integrator or HID Advantage Partner near
you, visit hidglobal.com.

Ideally suited for in-branch
environments
With its sleek design and quiet print
engine, the HID FARGO HDP600ii is
perfectly suited for your institution’s
office environment. Because the
HDP600ii leverages low-volume, flat
card printing—there are no noisy,
disruptive embossers or indent
printing modules—affording you the
ability to offer a more pleasant and
professional in-branch experience for
your valued customers.
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